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C
ommon sense – or a common narrative, 
anyway – has it that traditional (offline) 
advertising is dying while online 

advertising, sponsored content and the 
nebulous art of the “social influencer” have 
stolen its lunch. Forget about radio and 
TV and instead throw all your money at 
Facebook, Google and Instagram. 

Except, to paraphrase both Mark Twain 
in 1906 and Paul McCartney 63 years later, 
reports of the death of offline marketing 
are greatly exaggerated. In certain 
instances, traditional advertising and 
marketing spend is seeing something of a 
revival; and as a Google/Facebook duopoly 
grips search and discovery, questions are 
being asked about the effectiveness of 
throwing budgets their way. 

To figure out where we are at the start of 
2018 with regards to this moving target, we 
spoke to a variety of marketing executives 
around the world to ask what is working for 

the great 
marketing 
spend 
migration

TRY SWITCHING 
IT ONLINE AND 
OFFLINE AGAIN

 Offline is dead and online, with its  
 transparency on ROI, is everything. Except,  
 well, it’s not that cut and dried. In some  
 instances – notably outdoor postering and  
 TV advertising – the old faithful routes of  
 marketing are seeing a revival. We spoke  
 to multiple marketers around the world  
 about where their spend is going – and why.  
 Sadly it’s bad news for radio – and equally  
 bad news for Twitter. While Facebook and  
 YouTube rule the roost, the biggest upheaval  
 is not going to be where marketing money is  
 spent but rather when it is spent – especially  
 as campaigns become longer and longer. 
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major labels throwing money at ‘old’ media 
in the hope that the good times return. Even 
indies are not immune to the power of TV; 
but such spend will be sparing – regarding 
it more as a statement at the peak of a big 
campaign rather than a quotidian pursuit. 

Caution, however, was their watchword. 
“My feeling is that we should be in a less 
is more mindset rather than throwing lots 
of mud at the wall,” an indie label marketer 
said. “But that’s never stopped anybody in 
the music industry throwing lots of mud at 
the wall.”

A marketer at a major label based in the 
US argued that TV spend there was sharply 
declining – but was not totally out for the 
count. 

stimulation of digital. 
It is fair to say that outside of a handful  

of chat shows and competitions like the  
 X Factor or America’s Got Talent , music 
as a format has all but disappeared. Even so, 
commercial channels during primetime are 
still seen as key advertising springboards. 

“We would never not advertise on TV for 
a major priority artist,” said one major label 
source. “Even though digital spend in the 
past few years has grown massively, I do 
also think that there is a prestige element 
with traditional advertising like TV and out of 
home.”

There is, however, still something of an 
expectation here – that if a big act is not on 
TV, they might as well not exist. The same 
major label source said, “If we turned around 
and told [artist name]’s management that 
we weren’t going to spend on TV and we 
were putting everything into digital, they 
would be like, ‘What the fuck? No. That’s not 
happening!’”

But this is not just the deep-pocketed 

“It used to be a 70% TV business about 
10 years ago,” they explained. “Today I 
would say it is around 25% on TV. Print and 
radio are still there. It’s stable and it’s still 
there because it’s still relevant to the music 
industry. But the one that has massively 
declined is TV.”

 Perhaps part of the reason TV  
 is still clinging on is that it’s a type  
 of marketing arms race – no one is  
 brave enough to cut it completely, so  
 everyone keeps using it.  And, as labels 
keep using it, other labels get caught up in 
the spiral and feel that, if everyone else is still 
swimming in this direction, they’d be reckless 
to swim the other way. 

“It will take someone brave to say that 
they are not going to spend on TV advertising 
at all for things to really change,” is how one 
British marketing executive put it. 

 Radio is down but billboards  
 are back, Back, BACK 
While TV is hanging in there, radio is 
crumbling into irrelevance. Getting plays 
on radio is still important in making hits, 
but spending on ads on commercial 
stations is looking like it will fall off a cliff 
soon. With the end game (with regards to 
younger consumers) being to drive streams, 
marketers are increasingly leaning towards 
streaming services where discovery and 
consumption (and, hence, monetisation) 
happen in the same place. 

“We want to be on your phone,”  
explained one executive, “and [traditional] 
radio’s not on your phone.” 

That said, while radio spend might be 
declining,  podcasting  spend could be the 
next wave this year. “It’s not something 
we have done loads of before,” said one 

them, what is not working for them, where 
budget is going, how ROI is being measured 
and what trends they are seeing coming 
over the horizon. 

 The (partial) renaissance  
 of offline spend 
Two decades ago, marketing spend would 
involve press ads, posters, radio spots and 
maybe, if the act was big enough, a few 
primetime TV ads. No one was quite sure 
what worked best; but sales were happening 
and so the formula, much as it was, was 
deemed to be working. And business 
trundled on as normal – until digital blew the 
wheels off. 

Fast forward to today and it might be 
presumed that such archaic marketing had 
been consigned to the dustbin of history. 
Except, well, it hasn’t – and is actually 
growing in some cases. It’s not quite like 
the retro revival of vinyl, but it is certainly 
a response to the ubiquity and over-



marketer at a major, “but podcasts are 
having a bit of a renaissance.” They will 
not hit mass audiences in the way that 
traditional radio does, but they have very 
carefully segmented and loyal audiences, so 
targeting the right music-centric or music-
friendly podcasts could see a sharp uptick in 
the coming years. 

Perhaps one of the most counterintuitive 
trends here is that outdoor and billboard 
advertising are having something of a 
second wind. This has also morphed into  
 murals , with acts – such as Bon Iver and 
The National – commissioning artists to 
paint walls or buildings in key locations in 
major cities, often using them as a way to 
sit as cryptic teasers and drop hints to fans 
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who will then do much of the heavy lifting 
by posting about them on social media.  
So this is an old-school activation 
triggering new media sharing, with both 
working in harmony.

Both majors and indies still see the 
humble outdoor poster (not necessarily 
the digital billboard) as a statement part 
of a campaign – plus they are also seen 
by younger consumers who are arguably 
becoming immune to digital advertising, 
either subconsciously shutting out much of 
the noise or deploying ad-blockers on their 
browsers. 

“Outdoor is a key part of what we do 
because it shows up in consumer insight as 
to where our consumers are,” said a major 
label marketer in Australia. “When you’re in 
your teens or your 20s, you are in places like 
clubs.  Outdoor has always worked  
 for us and it continues to work  
 for us. It’s just the place where  
 the people we want to talk to  
 generally are. ”

Another source added, “It almost feels 
like we have gone old school again […] For 
some of the really big acts, they might not 
do any online advertising at all. It’s about big 
outdoor statement campaigns with a heavy 
emphasis on the visual.” 

 It’s Facebook’s world:  
 everyone else just lives in it 
What was most surprising – although not 
to those assigning marketing budgets – in 
our discussions was how two platforms 
dominate in spend, and one was more 
omnipotent than the other. Asked to 
explain where their money goes, marketers 
suggested that 60% of digital spend goes 
straight to Facebook (mainly to boost posts 

given how meagre organic reach is) and 20% 
to YouTube (although that can still push, 
despite arguments about the value gap, 
some direct monetisation). The final 20% 
is carved up between all the other digital 
platforms. 

“ Facebook  is the best for us and it is the 
most effective,” was the blunt assessment 
of one source. “It allows a deeper level of 
marketing to a bigger fanbase. Facebook is 
where we would put most of our ad spend. 
Maybe upwards of 75% of our digital ad 
budget is going to Facebook. 70%, maybe. 
[Although] that includes Instagram because 
it’s the same ad platform.”

Some spoke of the potential of 
Facebook bots, given the high open and 

engagement rates here, as something 
worth developing; but there is a real sense 
that, by their very nature, artist bots will 
be preaching to the converted. They won’t 
win over any new fans. 

“The majority of our digital spend is split 
between those two behemoths [Facebook 
and Google],” said the Australian marketer, 
but suggests this is not written in stone. “It 
is there because they are delivering results. 
You can reach a lot of people because that’s 
where a lot of them are. But if all of  
a sudden all of our audiences move to  
 Musical.ly  and there was an advertising 
platform attached to that, you would find 
us there. We follow the audience.”

Linked, of course, to Facebook is 
Instagram – and spend there is growing, 
no doubt propelled by the fact that it in 
increasingly musicians’ platform of choice 
amid the algorithmic uncertainty  
of Facebook and the ideological cesspit  
 Twitter  can sometimes be. 
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“We have seen an incredible rise in spend 
on Instagram year-on-year this year,” is how 
one major label source put it. “Facebook is 
still primarily the place where we’re spending 
a lot of our digital dollars, but  Instagram  
has definitely grown. An insane amount.”

Instagram’s capabilities for un-paid media 
is also attractive, of course, as another major 
label marketing executive explained, “First of 
all, you’re spending less when you have an 
artist holding up their phone for 10 minutes 
compared to a full video production for a 
TV campaign. In terms of ROI, it is definitely 
higher. You know exactly where you have 
spent your marketing. That is why the ROI is 
much clearer and more defined.”

In terms of  YouTube , given its reach, it is 
only natural that is should take up so much 
marketing time and budget. But what is 
happening with it in Latin America is perhaps 
the most fascinating development of all. 

“A [YouTube] view in Latin America is 
much, much cheaper than it is in Europe 
or the US,” argued one Latin American 
marketer. “In Bolivia and Paraguay, for 
example, you could get a view for less than 
one cent. That same view in Europe the US 
could cost you five times more. We used to 
run a lot of campaigns in markets where 
click-through rates were really low. I know 
[another major label] was doing that and 
spending a lot of money. But when they 
spend that amount of money they will get it 
back. 4bn views on YouTube means millions 
of dollars of revenue for the labels.”

While those in the West might be tying 
themselves in knots over the value gap, Latin 
American marketers and artists are seeing 
this as their most effective way to spend. 

Sadly, however, Twitter is seen as 
something of a busted flush here. It is 
regarded as a powerful place to send out 

promotional messages and post links to 
other platforms; but as an advertising 
channel, almost everyone we spoke to 
agreed that it is just not cutting the mustard 
and they increasingly regard ad spend here 
as wasted money. 

 The end of front-loading  
 of assets and budgets 
With the market increasingly tilting towards 
streaming, this is changing how ad budgets 
– both online and offline – are rationed out. 
The notion of throwing everything at the 
opening weeks is starting to feel futile and 
archaic, with marketers talking of keeping 
their powder dry and holding back a  
growing part of the ad budget to give things 
a push several weeks, months and even 

years after the release of a record. 
As one UK-based independent label 

marketing head put it, “In a modern 
age of music marketing and streaming 
consumption, you have to question the old 
adage of maybe 80% of your sales being 
generated in the first three-to-six months 
of a campaign and therefore ensuring your 
marketing spend, effort and crescendo 
matches that peak and trough scenario. 
Those days should have been buried – but 
they haven’t been buried. The reality is that 
the marketing very often tends to stay 
around that big crescendo, with a lot of that 
marketing money being spent very early in 
the campaign.”

Another indie source concurred, adding, 
“Returns might take a year and a half to 
come through under a streaming model. 
And crucially the points of discovery are 
elongated throughout the timeline.  I would  
 argue that the front loaded idea of  
 having to be on TV, having to have  
 long-lead press and everything  
 at the front of the campaign isn’t  
 necessarily as critical as it used to  
 be. Unless you are driven by market  
 share and quarterly bonuses.  If 
you’re working at a major company, there are 
typically metrics around quarterly market 
share – and the bonuses sometimes reflect 
those things as well.”

Marketing activity, and the budget 
underpinning it all, has to be increasingly 
flexible, being increased or decreased in 
real time according to how the campaign is 
playing out. 

“Every month we forecast how much 
spend we’re going to put on digital,” 
suggested one marketing head. “It’s on 
a rolling month-by-month basis. We will 
always have an idea of how much we want 

to spend at the start of a campaign, but 
obviously you never know how things are 
going to go. If something is more successful, 
obviously we will put more money back into 
marketing spend […] It’s quite ad hoc. We 
can be quite flexible with it […] If we cross our 
targets, we will be allowed to spend more. 
And if we don’t, we will be told to spend less.”

 The old rubs shoulders with  
 the new – but Facebook is  
 about to unleash its biggest  
 music land grab to date
Marketing spend is, then, far from being in a 
binary position: the rise of online spend does 
not necessarily mean a decline in offline. 
Online might have more transparency and 
trackability in terms of effectiveness and 
ROI, but the busier it gets, the harder it is for 
messages to stand out. This is partly why 
posters and TV are finding a second wind – 
where their lack of ubiquity is their greatest 
strength in some ways. 

“It’s a case of finding the audience where 
they are regardless of platform and not 
making sweeping statements about any 
media platform,” suggests one major label 
source. “Which is targeting the audience 
wherever the audience is based on what 
their media diary is.”

Facebook, however, is changing the centre 
of gravity and its centrality can only increase 
as it signs licensing deals to cover native 
uploads from copyright owners as well as 
UGC. Facebook had managed to become the 
primary (and, for some, the only) game in 
town for digital music marketing – and it did 
all that with very little actual music. Until now. 

With full videos set to become the norm on 
Facebook, the digital music marketing axis is 
about to tilt once again.  :)
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TOOLS  
Muzooka has been around for a few 
years, serving as an artist-page-creation 
platform for music festivals and ticket 
sellers as well as a live, setlist and public 
performance data reporting platform for 
managers and artists. 

But the company is now breaking through 
to the point of ubiquity and is on the verge 
of announcing sweeping partnerships 
with some of the largest ticketing 
companies, building out parts of their 
technical offering to make their platform 
both simpler to use and more efficient.

From Bonnaroo to Amsterdam Dance 
Event, multiple music festivals make use 
of Muzooka to allow artists and their 
teams to maintain up-to-date links, 
setlist information, photos and more, 
offering clear value to each involved party. 
This has largely been Muzooka’s core 
functionality since early in its life; but in 
2014, Muzooka’s addition of reporting 
information to collecting societies has 
allowed countless artists to cleanly claim 
millions of life performance dollars that 
could otherwise have been lost.

We’ve spoken with Shawn Wilson, the 
CEO and co-founder of Muzooka, on some 
of the upcoming services that Muzooka is 
offering to the industry. 

 
sandbox How would you describe Muzooka 
in your own words?
muzooka Muzooka is just a central 
dashboard where artists and their teams 
can manage their online content on venues, 

festivals, radio networks and ticketing 
companies. As a byproduct of the data 
that we happen to collect, we have also 
created an automated process to submit 
information around these live shows and 
festival gigs to an increasing number of 
collecting societies around the world. 

We’re excited to be solving one of the 
areas of the industry that has lots of  
gaps but doesn’t require legislative 
reform, which is the distribution of live 
performance dollars.

sandbox Where have you and the Muzooka 
team come from? How did you get to where 
you are? 
muzooka Muzooka has been around for 
a few years. I’m a tech guy and I’ve been 
building companies like this for about 17 
years across a few industries, constantly 
building web-based platforms. The rest of 
the team is a combination of really senior 
programmers, designers and a bunch of 
music industry guys. Everyone on the team 
has a specific passion for music, so there’s 

a lot of comradery in the team and office. 
We decided to get into this business 

very accidentally. A friend of mine had met 
some well-known producers in the industry 
and we started building some products 
without a specific end goal in mind. Build 
it, test it out, see when there’s something 
there. It started as more of a curation utility 
for A-list producers looking for talent; but 
I knew that we hadn’t found our niche or 
specific product yet. 

We’re around Nashville all the time and 

MUZOOKA
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we realised that we also had festivals and 
venues using our system to find the best 
local bands. Major US festivals started to 
see the artist page system that we had 
built and started asking if there was any 
way they could use that artist page to build 
a lineup inside their sites. And that’s when 
things got interesting. We realised nobody 
was really doing it – and that it’s a real pain 
point in the industry. Talk to any manager 
and they’ll tell you that at least 10% of their 
day can be chasing festivals and venues 
on things like outdated photos, links and 
more. So we started by addressing that 
issue and then built out from there. 

sandbox How often do you update 
Muzooka? What are the newest features?
muzooka We update about every two 
weeks. Taking a tech-led approach, these 
aren’t always going to be outward-facing 
changes, but we’re constantly identifying 
areas for new efficiencies. Across Q4 2017, 
we were focusing on iterations across 
our platform to make it easier for people 
to onboard. Our dashboard and our artist 
pages are really a white label solution, so 

we’re not going around splashing our logo 
on every festival’s website. 

In terms of future stuff, we haven’t 
publicly announced the actual ticketing 
companies yet; but I can tell you that 
two of the largest ticketing companies in 
North America are now connected and 
partnered with us. Very, very soon we’ll be 
announcing that every live show created 
inside of those ticketing networks is going 
to be on our system and all of the bands 
playing those shows will be able to submit 
their reports and setlists based on that 
validated data. That announcement should 
happen around the end of the month. 

We also are introducing a Facebook 
Messenger bot to help people enter data 
and we also have an interesting feature 
with Facebook Connect. Imagine that I’m 
the artist and you’re my manager. You, as 
the manager, can get a Facebook message 
from our bot that says, “Shawn played a 
show in New York last night at the Bowery 
Ballroom. Would you like to submit some 
data for it?” And through the tap of a 
button, you can do things like submit the 
same setlist as a previous one; or right 

within Messenger, you can update and 
send new data through about the show. 
It’ll be a choose-your-own adventure of 
putting in songs to a setlist and updating 
your information. 

Every artist or venue page that exists 
in Facebook already has their vanity URL 
reserved within Muzooka, which helps us 
in our authentication process. So if there’s 
facebook.com/Adele, then muzooka.com/
Adele exists and can only be accessed and 
updated by people who are administrators 
of her Facebook page. 

sandbox What are Muzooka’s goals as a 
company through 2018?
muzooka This is probably going to be the 
craziest year since the founding of the 
company because of the level of reach 
we’re getting. We feel that we’re solving 
two large pain points around asset 
management and setlist reporting. For us 
as a product, it’s a matter of constantly 
getting feedback from customers and 
making changes and enhancements. As a 
company in 2018, by mid-year we want to 
hit a level of ubiquity of getting more and 
more ticketing companies, radio networks 
and festivals across the live industry.

sandbox What are your goals beyond 2018?
muzooka I’m not a musician, but as a 
lifelong music geek I’m amazed just how 
bad the distribution of live performance 
dollars is. You can take a look inside 
organisations who administer this process 
because they’re not for profit and their 
financials are public – and every year 
for the last three or four years, north 
of a billion dollars was collected and 
not distributed properly to artists and 
songwriters. My long-term dream for the 

business is to be in a position where we 
have solved this problem at scale; and 
because we are a software utility and have 
reach into a few facets of the industry, we 
believe we can pull it off. 

sandbox Explain the quickest and best ways 
to start using Muzooka?
muzooka Whether you’re a venue or a 
festival, an artist or a manger, you just 
have to go to muzooka.com and click on 
Facebook Connect. There’s no need to 
create passwords for accounts because 
it’s linked to whoever is an authenticated 
admin on the Facebook page. 

Using the platform is simple. As a 
manager or artist, creating a profile only 
involves going to the website, connecting 
via Facebook, and populating fields. For a 
festival or live organiser, you are navigated 
to a lineup stage where you can decide how 
you want to set up the lineup aspect of 
your site. :)

TOOLS MUZOOKA
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 The latest projects from the digital marketing arena  CAMPAIGNS
Artistic longevity may be a positive in terms of 
legacy building, but it can make marketing a 
new record a tricky task. 

Who, in this world of short attention spans 
and lightning-strike fads, has time for a 
band’s second album, let alone their eighth? 
It was, therefore, interesting to see the new 
collaboration between Warp, Spotify and 
Nightmares On Wax, which went live on 15th 
January – two weeks before the release of the 
latter’s eight studio album, Shape The Future. 

The streaming company created a minute-
long promo video in which Nightmares On 
Wax’s George Evelyn recounts his initial 
meeting with Warp in 1989 over an audio bed 
of their debut single, ‘Dextrous’. The video 
hints at Evelyn’s long history with Warp but, 
interestingly, does not mention his new album. 
Instead, the focus is squarely on Warp. A 
comment alongside the video says, “Time for a 
Warp Records history lesson from Nightmares 
On Wax”, while the accompanying link takes 
the user to Warp’s Warp Selections: A Weekly 
Mixtape playlist on Spotify (which, admittedly, 
featured eight Nightmares On Wax tracks at 
the time of writing, including the new single).

The reaction to the video has been largely 
positive, with more than 146k views on 
Spotify US’s Facebook page, and Spotify’s 
recently appointed artist and label services 
executive Lucy Blair has promised “lots more 
label stories to come”. Certainly, this would 
be a good way to scratch the backs of labels 
(particularly indies) who often complain of 

their playlists being crowded out on Spotify by 
in-house brands. But it does raise a number 
of fundamental questions, notably: how many 
labels today have enough of a story to merit 
their own promotional video? And does the 
streaming audience give two hoots about 
labels in the first place? 

The length of these videos could also 
prove difficult to judge, with Spotify having 
to balance the attention span of the casual 
viewer with the demands of dedicated fans 
who might feel that one minute is nowhere 
near enough for an exploration of Warp’s rich 
30-year history.

For the moment, it is hard to see this video 
having a massive impact on any of the parties 
involved. But 
it remains an 
interesting 
promotional 
move and the 
benefits to Warp 
and Nightmares 
On Wax of 
getting Spotify 
onside (and vice 
versa) could be 
lasting.

It’s been many years since Skype was 
a young tech innovator, brimming 
with vim and promise. But it remains 
a hugely popular communication tool, 
with some 300m estimated active 
users each month. 

A Skype Bot, then, might not be quite 
as sexy as a Facebook Messenger 
Bot – but it could potentially be a 
useful way for fans to keep in touch 
with their favourite artists.

This, you imagine, was the 
logic behind the Steve Aoki Skype 
Bot, launched by Skype owner Microsoft 
towards the end of 2017. Skype sold the 
Bot as an opportunity to virtually live 
the Steve Aoki DJ lifestyle and “watch 
the crowd go wild”. Over 10 weeks, fans 
could use the Bot, which was developed 
by chatbot development studio Imperson, 
to follow Aoki on his Kolony world tour, 
with access to exclusive videos, obligatory 
behind-the-scenes footage and riddles as 
to Steve’s current location. 

The Bot also offered exclusive 
emoticons, while stickers on Skype mobile 
allowed users to try on Aoki’s signature 
hairstyle. Naturally, users were 
also able to chat with 
the Bot, which asks them 
a number of fairly basic questions, 
including their name and 
whether they have attended 
an Aoki live show before. 
Seth Greenfield, co-founder and 

CEO of Imperson, called the Bot “both 
conversational and personal”, which seems 
a fair summary.

It’s easy to snigger at a grandparent-
friendly tech brand like Skype hooking up 
with a DJ so heavily associated with the 
glory days of EDM; but the Aoki Bot’s blend 
of personal engagement and perceived 
authenticity could be a potent mixture 
for fans, while Microsoft offers huge 
experience in the chatbot space (not all of it 
good, admittedly), as well as exposure and 
deep pockets. 

The Steve Aoki Bot may not have set the 
world on fire – even his fans 
seemed slightly underwhelmed 

when he announced it on 
Facebook – but it remains an intriguing 

entry in the chatbot field and it will 
be interesting to see if other artists 
follow him to Skype or if Facebook 

continues to utterly dominate the field.

WARP SPEED: SHEFFIELD LABEL AND NIGHTMARES  
ON WAX GET HISTORICAL ON SPOTIFY

DROP IT LIKE IT’S BOT: STEVE AOKI DIALS UP AI ASSISTANT ON SKYPE 
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 The latest projects from the digital marketing arena  CAMPAIGNS
The jury is still out on music and VR in early 
2018. Despite acres of media interest – 
including, of course, from ourselves – Björk 
remains the only artist to have really made 
much of an impact in the VR space, with many 
of the other musical VR experiences frankly 
rather dull after the initial gimmick wears off. 

One of the reasons for this is that VR is 
generally thought of as expensive and time 
consuming to make, which means many of 
the musical VR experiences to date have come 
from big acts rather than those who might be 
better suited to the world of VR.

Notch, a company best known for its live 
visuals software, is trying to address this with 
the launch of new technology that it says will 
allow artists to create VR experiences on their 
own, with no need for coding. “Never again will 
you have to hand over your creative assets to 
a programmer, Notch contains all the nodes 
and effects you need in the box,” the company 
says on its website. “When we say that 
‘Adding VR to your scene is as simple 

as dropping in the VR headset node’ we mean 
just that. VR in a couple of clicks.”

Finnish electronic duo Phantom recently 
became the first artists to use this new 
technology on the video for their track ‘Lost’, 
which was created by the band and designer 
Zebracolor, rather than with a developer. The 
video itself is rather beautiful, a moody sound-
reactive universe where drums, bass and vocals 
drive different visuals in a way that is intended 
to bring the song to life around the viewer. 

But, while the video may have been 
considerably easier to put together than 
the average VR clip, it still suffers from VR’s 
other enduring headache: slow take up. 
Despite billions of dollars of investment, 
VR headsets are stubbornly refusing to fly 
off the shelves, which means few people 
are likely to download ‘Lost’’s standalone 
Oculus Rift app and realise the full potential 
of the video by directing the visuals with the 
Oculus Touch Controllers. 

The 360 version of ‘Lost’ on YouTube, 
while undoubtedly pretty, is nothing 
particularly special, especially given the rise 
of 360 video over the past few years. At the 
time of writing, it has been watched just 
under 1,500 times on YouTube – perhaps 
no great surprise for a band with under 4k 
followers on Twitter. That’s not to denigrate 
any of the partners involved: the video is 
an artistic and technological triumph and 
it would genuinely be great to see smaller 
acts experiment more with VR. But ‘Lost’ is 
unlikely to give Phantom, Notch, Zebracolor 
or VR itself the break they might deserve.

American songwriter Irving 
Berlin would have celebrated 
his 130th birthday on 11th 
May this year and his family, 
alongside publishers Concord Music and 
Universal Publishing, are throwing a digital 
party – of sorts – in the shape of a new 
website, irvingberlin.com. 

The site, described as Berlin’s “first 
dedicated digital resource”, is an 
authoritative and rather classy resource 
that seems fitting of a man of Berlin’s 
songwriting pedigree. A lengthy biography 
by NYU professor Laurence Maslon breaks 
down Berlin’s life into Overture, Early Career, 
Broadway, Hollywood, The Songwriter’s 
Craft and The Soundtrack Of The 20th 
Century, each chapter accompanied by 
audio clips and archive pictures. 

The Behind The Songs section explores 
several of Berlin’s most famous tunes; 
and there is a fascinating collection of 
photographs, including intimate family 
shots that have never appeared online 
before. Bringing things into the 21st 
Century, the new site includes links to 
a wealth of Spotify playlists, covering 
everything from Berlin’s classic hits to 
jazz versions of his songs, as well as  
links to official Berlin accounts on 
Instagram and Twitter. Meanwhile, an 
online shop contains curated retail links 
to Amazon, iTunes and sheet music 
publisher, Hal Leonard. 

A new website may not be the most 

jaw-dropping move in 
the digital play book, 
but it remains one 
of – if not the – most 

important parts of an artist’s digital 
presence, particularly for a musician 
like Berlin who attracts a slightly older 
audience that may not be on social 
media. That means that getting an official 
website right is hugely important and 
Concord, Universal and the Berlin family 
have succeeded in this with irvingberlin.
com, which looks set to become an 
important online resource for Berlin fans. 
The website looks right, too: not too flashy 
or cluttered, but rather a simple, easily 
understood design based on black and 
white photos and the odd dab of colour.

For professionals, the new site is also 
an important work resource. A Media 
section includes embedded videos of 
several of Berlin’s most famous songs, as 
well as a gallery of photos, some of which 
are available for media use. Perhaps the 
most useful section, however, is Licensing 
& Rentals, which explains very clearly (and 
with prominent email buttons) how to obtain 
performance rights for Berlin’s songs and 
how to license his songs for advertising, 
TV, film etc. wherever you are in the world. 
Something that facilitates the often rather 
complex world of music licensing in this 
way is to be applauded and such business 
nous feels fitting for a website dedicated to 
the man who coined the phrase “there’s no 
business like show business”.

ICH BIN EIN BERLIN-ERPHANTOM OF THE OP-VR-A: FINNISH DUO CHARGE INTO VIRTUAL REALITY 

http://irvingberlin.com
http://irvingberlin.com
http://irvingberlin.com
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BEHIND THE CAMPAIGNP!NK

Beautiful Trauma is P!nk’s first album in five years and, as such, the focus was on 
migrating her fans onto streaming platforms. For this, Sony Music UK adopted a new 
strategy to have frontline label RCA work in lockstep with the catalogue division – 
using her past hits as the hook to drive streams of the lead single from the album 
and then to flip the emphasis to new music on the week of release. NICK ANTONIOU, 
senior digital marketing manager at Sony Music Entertainment and JULIE SANDRIN, 
head of digital marketing at Sony CMG, explain how catalogue and frontline were 
synchronised, how fans were directed to streaming playlists, where TV moments  
(like the VMAs and Carpool Karaoke) can have a viral impact and how the overall 
strategy is making labels and  
marketing teams think in a  
different way.

Getting catalogue and frontline  
to work in synchronicity 
JS: I work in the catalogue division so 
anything that is 18 months or older falls 
within catalogue. We got involved in 2016 
when P!nk released the song ‘Just Like 
Fire’ from the  Alice Through The  
 Looking Glass  film. Since she had 
released her previous album [ The  
 Truth About Love  in 2012], Spotify 
had become a much bigger thing. 
Her fanbase, which was slightly older 
than the Spotify average, hadn’t fully 
made that move [into streaming] and 
a lot of her sales were physical. Back 
in 2012 was when the catalogue 
division teamed up with RCA on 
this concept around how we could 
transition the fanbase over to 
streaming platforms – and how we 
could do that in a joint effort.

This was the first time that 
we had the two divisions working 
together like this. When an act 
releases a new single, it makes sense 
that frontline and catalogue join 
up to create playlists that have the 

new single at the top and the rest of the 
catalogue after that. We used social media 
to engage with the fanbase to drive them 
to that platform and to that playlist. We do 
organic activity and paid activity together.

The right window is just before a new 
album or a new single drops – because 
that is when we are trying to re-engage 
the fanbase and get fans to remember 
how much they love P!nk. We did that 
over the summer [2016] with P!nk and 
we had some learnings on doing this on 
a smaller scale with other Sony acts. For 
John Meyer and The Script, the catalogue 
division had worked with Columbia to 
re-engage the fanbase on social media 
through organic and paid activity, driving 
them to joint playlists.

Streaming was the priority in the  
set up for this campaign.
JS:  The success metric is really  
 around listeners and streams  

 rather than followers . It is 
about engaging with the existing 
fanbase and getting them to 
remember how much they love an 
artist by streaming their music.

We engaged with the US team 
very early on and they talked to all 
the partners. They had discussions 
with both Apple and Spotify and, in 
the case of P!nk, both platforms 
were really behind us. We drove 
users to This Is P!nk on Spotify and 
The Essential P!nk on Apple Music.

NA: These were both the platforms’ 
own official playlists. We decided 
we were going to do this because 
we wanted to get support from 
them. When we knew the date the 



single was coming, we sat down and went 
through the audience [for her]. P!nk has a 
massive audience online – 32m Facebook 
fans and also 32m followers on Twitter. 
We thought about how we could re-engage 
everyone and capitalise on the fact that 
P!nk was coming back.

In August, she was doing the MTV  
VMA performance and getting the  
 Video Vanguard Award , so we wanted 
to launch the campaign around her 
performance there.

Her speech at the VMAs went viral 
which really helped. We knew that Spotify 

would profile the This 
Is P!nk playlist off the 
back of the VMAs, so 
we wanted to amplify 
that in the UK. We 
also got really good support from  Apple . 
We felt that our campaign had to drive to 
both playlists.

From Julie’s side, we wanted to make 
sure we pushed the catalogue; and from 
my side, we wanted to make sure that we 
drove streams for the new single. Both of 
those playlist had the new single at the 
top. At the same time, we were driving 

streams for both the new single and the 
catalogue.

We went through the biggest tracks 
on both platforms and decided that we 
wanted to put something interesting 
together in terms of the creative. 
We created two different videos that 
showcased all her biggest hits in the 
UK. The first video had all the hits at the 
beginning and the new single at the end; 
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the second video had the new single at 
the beginning and all the hits at the end. 
We were A/B testing both videos – and 
the videos featured all her key statistics in 
terms of sales and chart placings.

We launched this around the VMAs and 
ran it for six weeks. During phase 1, we did 
a video campaign where we maximised the 
reach; we wanted to make sure that most 
of her fans online would see those videos 
and remember the reasons why they fell in 
love with P!nk. These videos ran across  
 Facebook, Twitter  and YouTube.

In phase 1, we were just going after 
video views and we wanted to make sure 
we reached as many people as possible.

JS: We have done this with other artists 
on Columbia and we noticed that creating 
those video ads, when they start with 
all the hits, are a really good segue into 
presenting the new single. With P!nk, 
it was the first time that the video that 
started with the new single performed 
better than the other video. This 
showcased how powerful the new track 
was and it was already connecting with the 
audience.

NA:  When her last album was out,  
 Spotify wasn’t a big thing. For us  
 the challenge was how we could  
 get all these people who were  
 P!nk fans onto Spotify.  Our aim was 
to remind people why they fell in love with 
her and migrate them over to streaming.

The biggest platform for migrating 
them was Facebook as she has 32m fans 
there – and around 2m of them are in the 
UK. It was very important to us to make 
sure that her fans in the UK saw that. She 
was very active on social media between 
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albums and her fans are very, very 
engaged. That made it quite easy for us to 
re-engage the fans because we weren’t 
starting from scratch; we had a fanbase 
that was active.

Retargeting and using Carpool Karaoke, 
TV performances and an Apple Music 
documentary to extend the reach
NA: It was all about streaming, so we were 
focusing on Spotify and Apple Music. We 
were using our retargeting list because we 
had done a number of campaigns for P!nk 
– so that meant we could retarget anyone 
who clicked on any links.

As she is a US artist, it was quite limited 
in terms of the things that we could do 
with her [in the UK]. But we got very good 
support from the US on this campaign. 
Apple supported her catalogue quite a lot 
with playlist additions; and on Spotify we 
had really good support for the album.

Off the back of that, and when the 
album came out, she did  a documentary  
 for Apple Music .

In November, she did Carpool Karaoke 
with James Corden. We used that to go 
after a bigger audience and we drove 
everyone to streaming platforms because 
we know these people are not necessarily 
core fans. This is a perfect example of us 
going after a wider audience.

She sang lots of her hits on Carpool 
Karaoke and two new songs as well - 
‘Beautify Trauma’ and ‘What About Us’. 
When you have opportunities like that, you 
know that people who are not necessarily 
fans are going to watch those videos. So 
it is more natural for us to drive them to 
a streaming service rather than driving 
them to Amazon or iTunes to actually buy 
the album. Once they are converted and 

we know they have actually listened to the 
album and like it, we can then serve them 
with ads.

She did Graham Norton and the X 
Factor final at the start of December in the 
UK. When we have opportunities like that, 
we usually drive people to the album.

The album went straight to #1 in the 
UK and then stayed in the top 10 for four 

weeks, ending up being the 
fifth-biggest selling album of 
the year and the biggest-selling 
international album of the year 
in the UK. TV appearances were 
the biggest driver for that week.

We want people to consume 
the music and we want them 
to learn more about streaming 
– educating them more about 
how they can migrate to 
streaming.

The first phase ran for six 
weeks – from the VMAs, which 
was the first performance 

of the new single. It appeared on 
streaming services a few days before her 
performance at the VMAs.

After the first phase, we did a link ads 
campaign. Anybody who saw those videos 
in the first place was served with ads, 
driving them to the playlists. The ads gave 
them the option to link to Spotify or Apple 
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Music. With this campaign, we managed 
to reach 60% of the people who watched 
those videos in the first phase. It showed 
us that it is really interesting to run those 
campaigns in two different phases and use 
different creatives for them.

JS: That is something we want to do more 
of – having sequential marketing so that 
we can tell the story. The videos were all 
about awareness and the click ads were all 
about direct responses.

Catalogue was the hook to  
open the campaign but then it  
flipped to prioritising frontline
NA: From my perspective on this campaign, 
it worked really well because we only had 
that one single [leading into the album]. 
So we were using that as the hook. People 
were going to the streaming platforms, 
listening to the new single and then they 
had the catalogue to listen to. From our 
side, it worked really well as you get the 
first streams of the new song and then 
you have something to follow it up with – 
which is the catalogue.

JS:  We do see a natural uplift in  
 streams of the catalogue when  
 there is a new single released  
 anyway. But as soon as the  
 album comes out, that is where  
 the catalogue division will hand  
 over everything to RCA because  
 then the main focus becomes the  
 album. We have a very specific  
 window until the album comes  
 out.

NA: The single came out in August 
and then the album came out on 17th 
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November – so that meant we had a lot of 
time leading into the album. There were 
some instant grats in that period.

With an act like P!nk, physical sales are 
still very important, but we also wanted to 
make sure that we had a core streaming 
audience when we dropped the single. 
Building up to that, with every mailer that 
we had going out to the UK fanbase we 
were including the catalogue in there as 
well. We would say that the new instant 
grat was available but they could also 
listen to the catalogue. That worked really 
well for us.

JS: Some artists do not want to work like 
this [pushing the catalogue alongside new 
material] and we totally understand that. 
With P!nk, we were really lucky that we 
were able to use some of the old videos in 
our ads. Some artists will want the creative 
to be all about the new music.

NA: When you have the support from 
the artist, it helps so much as you get 
the social posts from them. It needs to 
be an organic campaign. If it’s just an 
advertising campaign, it can look a little bit 
weird. Thankfully with P!nk, she and her 
management team were up for it and that 
helped a lot.

All the instant grat tracks went on 
streaming services at the same time. Every 
time we dropped a new track, it went into 
the playlists on Spotify and Apple Music. 
Both of these were editorial playlists so 
they had the biggest tracks in there [but 
the running orders were slightly different].

We saw a massive uplift in catalogue 
streams of 90%. And in terms of the single 
streams coming from those playlists, the 

uplift was 30%. What was interesting 
in terms of the results from our ad 
campaign, 70% of the clicks driving to 
retail were going to Spotify. That is quite 
similar for the market overall.

Her audience on Facebook is 
76% female and 24% male – and the 
strongest demographic was females 
aged between 25 and 34. You would 
presume they were quite familiar with 
streaming services anyway – and the 
reason why they clicked on Spotify was 
they were probably more familiar with 
that platform as it has been running for 
longer.

We were really happy with the results 
– and the album went to #1.  It is a  
 difficult campaign when you’re  
 trying to migrate people onto a  
 different platform when you’re  
 advertising on another one. 

Week of release
NA: That is when the catalogue campaign 
basically finished and we shifted over 
to the frontline campaign. The week of 
release was also all about pushing streams 
of the album – and not just the single or 
pushing users to a specific playlist. During 
the week of release, we were driving 
physical sales of the album as well as 
streaming specifically for the album.

We tend to use smartURL pivot 
tables. What you do is drive people to a 
splash page where you give them all the 
different options for the different retailers 
so they can choose where they want to 
consume. So they can go to Amazon and 
get the physical product or they can go to 
streaming platforms.

That means we can monitor where 
people are clicking through. There is 

an option there to send a user to their 
favourite retailer anyway. If you have 
clicked on a link before, for example, and 
you went to iTunes, the next time you 
clicked on it, it would remember you and 
automatically send you to iTunes.

We had really good support from  
 Spotify . We had a homepage takeover 
and had good support on different playlists 
– like New Music Friday.

We try to drive streams from the 
fanbase because we know that this is 
where most of the streams will come 
from. After the fans hear the album, they 
will keep streaming it. So with any promo 
opportunities that we have or social posts 
that we do, we usually remind people to 
go back to the streaming platforms to 
listen to the album again. Usually with 
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our advertising, we use all the promo 
opportunities, depending on how broad the 
audience is.

Learnings from working frontline with 
catalogue as a new strategy
NA:  Working with catalogue in this  
 way really made the difference  
 on this campaign. We, as the  
 frontline label, don’t necessarily  
 always think about catalogue as  
 it is all about the new creative and  
 the new music. Partnering with  
 catalogue this time around made  
 us think in a different way. 

JS: We now have regular meetings with 
Columbia and RCA. In the old world, we 
would never really know about the new 
releases and it had been a challenge to 
know what frontline labels were working 
on. Now we are a lot more involved with 
them and working on things that work for 
both worlds – frontline and catalogue. It 
has been a really good learning for both of 
us.

NA: It changes the way we all think as well.

JS: The business is changing and our roles 
are changing. We are expanding how we 
link catalogue with frontline labels. :) 
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WANT TO FEATURE IN  
BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN? 
Marketing people: do you have a campaign you are working 
on that you would like to see featured in Behind The Campaign 
in a future edition of sandbox? If so, send a brief synopsis of 
it to Eamonn Forde for consideration and your work (and your 
words) could appear here.
Email: eamonn.forde@me.com
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music:)ally is a music business 
information and strategy company. 

We focus on the change taking 
place in the industry and provide 
information and insight into every 
aspect of the business: consumer 
research analysing the changing 
behaviour and trends in the 
industry, consultancy services to 
companies ranging from blue chip 
retailers and telecoms companies 
to start-ups; and training around 
methods to digitally market 
your artists and maximise the 
effectiveness of digital campaigns 
as well as events. 

We are now also offering digital 
marketing services to labels, artist 
managers, artists and other music 
related companies from campaign 
advice and strategy through to 
implementation and execution.

 Clients include: 

Universal Music, Warner Music, 
Sony Music, Spotify, Deezer,  
Ignition, Beggars, Modest, Red Bull, 
Shazam, Domino and more

If you have a digital campaign 
related story for sandbox,  
please contact Eamonn Forde on 
eamonn.forde@me.com 

If you’d like to talk to us about our 
digital marketing/mentoring
training services, consultancy or 
specific research services, please 
contact Wesley T. A’Harrah on 
wesley@musically.com

For all training and development 
queries, please contact  
Chiara Michieletto on  
chiara@musically.com
 
If you’d like to subscribe, add 
new subscribers, or talk about 
a corporate deal please contact  
Anthony Churchman on 
anthony@musically.com

 Digital marketing services 

 Campaign support services: 
• Strategy
• CRM and Email tools
• Digital housekeeping
• Social networking updates
• Search and online advertising
• Mobile applications
• Blogs and online PR outreach
• Measuring campaign  
   effectiveness

Contact Wesley T. A’Harrah on  
wesley@musically.com or  
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss  
your digital marketing needs.

 Training services: 
• In house company mentoring
• Workshops
• Digital briefings
• Digital MOT sessions

music:)ally has delivered digital 
marketing training sessions for 
a wide range of clients including 
Universal Music, EMI, AIM/London 
Connected and many individuals

Check out music:)ally’s training 
opportunities here 
 
Contact Anthony Churchman on 
anthony@musically.com or  
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss  
your training needs 
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